HOW SMART IS A COLLEGE GRADUATE?
(Answers to the quiz on Page II. of front advertising section)

1. Napoleon Bonaparte.
2. As a liability.
5. Checkers.
6. 1,748,000,000.
7. Benvenuto Cellini.
8. A London insurance underwriters’ association.
9. The Barber of Seville.
12. I拉萨.
14. The Gemini (the twins).
15. $7,200,000. Purchased from Russia in 1869.

Please write your quiz score in space provided on coupon on facing page, and mail today.

16. Theodore Roosevelt, who was 42 when inaugurated.
17. Henry Ford, on the witness stand in a lawsuit with the Chicago Tribune, in 1919.
19. A unit of speed equal to one nautical mile (6080 feet) per hour.
20. Detroit.
22. The soldiers of Achilles in the Trojan War.
23. Off the coast of South America, 730 miles west of Ecuador.
24. Silver. (Copper is used commercially because it is comparatively cheap.)
25. Yes — South Carolina.

FOR PEOPLE WITH
Educated Palates
AND DELICATELY BALANCED BUDGETS

For those of us who like to keep our budgets in equilibrium, without giving up the little niceties of life, French Line ships offer the ideal ocean-crossing.

Every detail of existence is worked out to perfection . . . for the French add that ultimate touch, that final flourish which transforms excellence into distinction. And at no extra cost.

On French Line ships, you find a menu so varied that it could be matched only in five or six of the greatest restaurants of the world. An epicure . . . and who of us is not a student of that enchanting science, gastronomy? . . . may well devote the four to six days of a French Line crossing to advanced research. And with each meal we offer you, with our compliments, a bottle of sound table wine.

The discipline and tradition of a thousand years of Breton and Norman seafaring make a firm foundation for the suave service and civilized comfort of our modern fleet.

Your Travel Agent will be glad to arrange reservations on any of our five crack liners (averaging less than eight years in service) running weekly from New York to England and France. His services cost you nothing. It is advisable to make early reservations this year.

French Line
618 Fifth Avenue (Rockefeller Center), New York City

Let
NEWS-WEEK
Give You
The Answers Before You Are Asked The Questions

NEWS-WEEK, the illustrated news magazine, is two publications in one. In 90 minutes reading and seeing time a week it brings you the significant news of all the world in picture and word.

And NEWS-WEEK does not merely report what happened, but accurately and without bias it gives you a real understanding of how things happened and why they happened.

If you don’t already know NEWS-WEEK, don’t fail to take advantage of the special introductory offer on the opposite page — 20 weeks for $1, a saving of $1 over the single issue price of 10c a copy.

You’ll learn the answers to questions that rise in your own mind as well as the answers to the questions others ask you.

(Please favor our advertisers when checking coupon facing this Page. Thank you — The Editor.)
You may be satisfied, but General Motors is
going to keep right on trying to beat its share
of this combination. That's the fortunate ad-
vantage of having the vast resources to keep
on pioneering—and a demand for its cars vast
enough to enable the production of new things
at a price that fits the average pocketbook.

**NEW CAR ANNOUNCEMENTS**

BUICK FOR 1937—"It's Buick Again." A choice of
brilliantly designed bodies to meet your heart's desire.
Improved interior of tailored wear-mats. Increased power
silents, silky, rugged power that makes you master of time
and motion.

CADILLAC V-8: $1445 and up—the lowest Cadillac
price in 26 years. V-8 engine, supercharged or supercharged,
with all the latest in styling and performance on the highway.
Traditional Cadillac luxury, beauty and excellence
advanced to a new high degree.

The 1937 CHEVROLET—True to the Complete Car
Commitment. New, with new 85 horsepower six cylinder
Super-safe Shockproof Steering and Safety Glass all around at no extra cost.

CORD—In contrast to the commonplace—a totally new
interpretation of the function of a motor car. 145 inch
wheelbase. Also new Supercharged Cord with 170 h.p.
average, and 120 inch wheelbase. Beautiful and safety conscious—a
high performance sports car at a price you can afford.

DODGE—New "Windstream Styling." Stronger, safer,
all-steel body securely mounted on cushions of low rub-
ber. Better riding, roomier, and more comfortable—a
high performance sports car at a price you can afford.

LA SALLE V-8: Now only $995 and up—the lowest
price in 35 years. Completely restored. Smooth, powerful V-8 performance

OLDSMOBILE—Newest of them all—a dis-
tinctive Six and a distinguished Eight—each with a style
distinctly its own. Bigger and better than ever—
at prices that set the pace in value.

PACKARD WITH FOUR GREAT CARS—The Six,
Super Eight and Twelve—now cover four price
ranges with four complete lines, each model in every
price and performance range. Ask the Man Who Owns
One.

PONTIAC—For 1937 America's finest low-priced car
has five inches more wheelbase and is 10% more economi-
cal. Features include Uniteel Bodies by Fisher, triple-
sealed hydraulic brakes, knee-action, 50% more trunk
space. Priced near the lowest.

TRAVEL ANNOUNCEMENTS

SOUTHERN PACIFIC—Four Scenic Routes to the West
through four widely different scenic regions. Go on one,
return on another—see twice as much for little or no
extra railfare. Between Los Angeles and San Francisco,
ride the streamlined Daylight, newest and most beautiful
train in the West. Check coupon facing Page V. for
booklet.
1937 "SUPER-DUTY" FRIGIDAIRE WITH THE METER-MISER
Cuts Current Cost Amazingly!
Proves THRILLING ADVANCE IN ALL 5 BASIC SERVICES
FOR COMPLETE HOME REFRIGERATION

GREATER ICE-ABILITY
GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY
GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY
GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
GREATER SAVE-ABILITY

Thrilling—this thing Frigidaire has done for 1937!
Thrilling for the new completeness it brings in All 5 Basic Refrigeration Services every woman wants and needs in her home! ... Now you can see proof that Frigidaire is the most complete ice-provider, food-storer and food-preserve ever known.

This year, make sure the refrigerator you buy performs All 5 Basic Services vital for complete home refrigeration. Visit the thrilling PROOF-DEMONSTRATION in your nearest Authorized Frigidaire Dealer's Store. It shows you what to look for in 1937—how to buy. And remember—the new "Super-Duty" Frigidaire with the Meter-Miser costs no more than an ordinary refrigerator!

Frigidaire Division
General Motors Sales Corporation, Dayton, O.

NEW INSTANT CUBE-RELEASE
In Every Ice Tray!

Only Frigidaire has it! Instantly releases ice-cubes from tray, two or a dozen, as you need them. Yields 20% more ice by ending wasteful melting. See proof of its quick, easy action at your Frigidaire dealer's.

FRIGIDAIRE ... MADE ONLY BY GENERAL MOTORS
The Test of an Investment

✓ Security Offered
✓ Financial Returns
✓ Future Possibilities

You consider all these points in making a money investment. It's even more important to consider them when investing years of effort to build a career.

Because of the way life underwriting "checks" on all three counts, increasing numbers of college graduates are entering this business. Those selected by The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company can start their careers on a fixed compensation basis, instead of a commission basis, if they wish.

Send for booklet: "Insurance Careers for College Graduates."

COLLEGIATE PERSONNEL BUREAU
THE PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Independence Square • Philadelphia

If your son is an undergraduate you will realize from past experience the importance of his wearing the right footwear. FRANK BROTHERS still is, as it was in your day, the most popular shoe on the campus. Economical too, for the style is built in—not added on.

Write for new Style Book and exhibition dates at your city

Frank Brothers

Hand welted French waxed calf. $18.50

SCHOOL DIRECTORY

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ARTS
Founded in 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent, the first and foremost institution for dramatic training in America. Courses proper for teaching and directing, as well as acting. Junior classes start each season in October, January and April. There is a special teachers' summer course covering Stage Craft. The catalogue, supplied upon request, describes all courses. Address: The Secretary, Carnegie Hall, New York City.

Secretarial Schools

KATHERINE GIBBS—Secretarial. Two Year Course—Colleges and cultural subjects, with thorough secretarial training. One Year Course—Intensive secretarial training. Also Special Course for College Women. Delightful residences in Boston and in New York. For catalog address: Office of Admissions, Box 267, 230 Park Ave., Providence, 157, Angle St.

Girls' Schools


Co-Educational School


Boys' Schools


HEBORN ACADEMY—Thorough college preparation for boys at costs surprisingly low due to endowment and country location. 70 Heborn boys freshmen in college this year. Experienced faculty of 15 men. Excellent dormitory, classroom, laboratory and athletic equipment. For boys. Build and Scholarships. Address Ralph H. Hunt, Principal, Box G, Hieborn, Maine.


NORTHWOOD SCHOOL—In the Heart of the Adirondacks. Under Lake Placid Club Education Foundation. Thorough success in preparation for college work. Emphasis on outdoor recreation that can be continued throughout life. Exceptional winter sports facilities. Modern methods develop the whole boy to maximum possibilities. Address A. F. Emerson, Box 92, Lake Placid Club, N. Y.

ROXBURY SCHOOL—For boys 11 years and older. Flexible organization and punctual supervision of each boy's program offer opportunity for exceptional scholastic progress and general development. A. L. Sherid, Headmaster, Cheverus, Conn.


(Please favor our advertisers when checking coupon facing Page V. Thank you — The Editor.)
INCONSPICUOUS but important is the name "Western Electric" on your telephone.

You may never have noticed it, yet it has been there for years. And it has a great deal to do with the quality and low cost of telephone service.

Western Electric has been making Bell System equipment for over half a century. Its specialized production and purchasing have enabled the operating companies in the Bell System to buy equipment and supplies of the highest quality at reasonable prices.

Western Electric serves further by maintaining a nation-wide system for the rapid delivery of material and apparatus. This is an important factor in providing good telephone service from day to day and speeding its restoration in time of fire, flood or other emergency.

Western Electric is an integral part of the Bell System and has the same objectives as the rest of the organization. It plays its part in making telephone service dependable, efficient and inexpensive.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM